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Abstract
With people living longer than ever, the number of cases with neurodegenerative diseases such
as Alzheimer’s or cognitive impairment increases steadily. In Spain it affects more than 1.2 million
patients and it is estimated that in 2050 more than 100 million people will be affected. While
there are not effective treatments for this terminal disease, therapies such as reminiscence, that
stimulate memories of the patient’s past are recommended, as they encourage the communication
and produce mental and emotional benefits on the patient. Currently, reminiscence therapy takes
place in hospitals or residences, where the therapists are located. Since people that receive this
therapy are old and may have mobility difficulties, we present an AI solution to guide older adults
through reminiscence sessions by using their laptop or smartphone.
Our solution consists in a generative dialogue system composed of two deep learning archi-
tectures to recognize image and text content. An Encoder-Decoder with Attention is trained to
generate questions from photos provided by the user, which is composed of a pretrained Con-
volution Neural Network to encode the picture, and a Long Short-Term Memory to decode the
image features and generate the question. The second architecture is a sequence-to-sequence
model that provides feedback to engage the user in the conversation.
Thanks to the experiments, we realise that we obtain the best performance by training the
dialogue model with Persona-Dataset and fine-tuning it with Cornell Movie-Dialogues dataset.




El nombre de casos amb malalties neurodegeneratives com l’Alzheimer o el deteriorament
cognitiu augmenta constantment. A Espanya afecta me´s d’1,2 milions de pacients i es calcula
que el 2050 es veuran me´s de 100 milions de casos. Si be´ no hi ha tractaments eficac¸os per
a aquesta malaltia, es recomanen tera`pies com la reminisce`ncia, que estimulen els records del
pacient i fomenten la comunicacio´. Actualment, la tera`pia de reminisce`ncia es fa en hospitals o
reside`ncies, que e´s on es troben els terapeutes. Com que les persones que reben aquesta tera`pia
so´n grans i poden tenir dificultats de mobilitat, presentem una solucio´ basada en Intel·lige`ncia
Artificial per realitzar sessions de reminisce`ncia mitjanc¸ant l’u´s del porta`til o del tele`fon mo`bil.
La nostra solucio´ consisteix en un sistema de dia`leg generatiu format per dues arquitectures
d’aprenentatge profund que reconeixen el contingut d’imatges i de text. Per una banda, un
Codificador-Descodificador amb Attention per generar preguntes basades en el contingut de les
fotografies, proporcionades pels usuaris, format per una xarxa neuronal convolucional (CNN)
que codifica les imatges i una LSTM que genera les preguntes paraula a paraula. La segona
arquitectura consisteix en un model sequence-to-sequence que genera comentaris a les respostes
dels usuaris per enriquir la conversa.
Despre´s de realitzar diversos experiments, veiem que obtenim el millor comportament en-
trenant el model de conversa amb les dades de Persona-chat i ajustant el model amb fine-tune
de Cornell Movie-Dialogues. Finalment, integrem Telegram com a interf´ıcie perque` l’usuari in-
teractu¨ı amb la Elisabot.
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Resumen
El nu´mero de casos con enfermedades neurodegenerativas como el Alzheimer o el deterioro
cognitivo aumenta de manera constante. En Espan˜a afecta a ma´s de 1,2 millones de pacientes
y se estima que en 2050 se vera´n afectados ma´s de 100 millones de personas. Si bien no ex-
isten tratamientos efectivos para esta enfermedad terminal, se recomiendan terapias como la
reminiscencia, que estimulan los recuerdos del pasado y fomentan la comunicacio´n del paciente.
Actualmente, la terapia de reminiscencia se realiza en hospitales o residencias, donde se encuen-
tran los terapeutas. Dado que las personas que reciben esta terapia son mayores y pueden tener
dificultades de movilidad, presentamos una solucio´n basada en inteligencia artificial para guiar a
los usuarios a trave´s de sesiones de reminiscencia utilizando su porta´til o tele´fono inteligente.
Nuestra solucio´n consiste en un sistema de dia´logo generativo compuesto por dos arquitec-
turas de aprendizaje profundo para reconocer el contenido de imagen y texto. Por un lado, un
Codificador-Descodificador con Attention para generar preguntas basadas en el contenido de las
fotograf´ıas proporcionadas por los usuarios formado por una red neuronal convolucional (CNN)
que codifica las ima´genes y una LSTM que genera las preguntes palabra a palabra. La segunda
arquitectura consiste en un modelo sequence-to-sequence que genera comentarios a las respuestas
de los usuarios para enriquecer la conversacio´n..
Despue´s de realizar varios experimentos, vemos que obtenemos el mejor comportamiento en-
trenando el modelo con los datos de Persona-chat y ajustando el modelo con fine-tune de Cornell
Movie-Dialogue. Finalmente, integramos Telegram como interfaz porque el usuario interactue
con nuestro agente Elisabot.
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With people living longer than ever, the number of cases with neurodegenerative diseases such
as Alzheimer’s increases steadily [9][13][19]. Research focused on identifying treatments to slow
down the evolution of neurodegenerative diseases is a very active pursuit, but it has been only
successful in terms of developing therapies that eases the symptoms without addressing the cause
[1][27]. Besides, not all the people with dementia might have accessibility to the therapy, as it
requires to pay a specialized therapist that might be expensive and move to the specific hospital
or residence where the therapy takes place. We believe that artificial intelligence can contribute
in innovative systems to give accessibility and offer new solutions to the patients needs, as well
as help relatives and caregivers to understand the illness of their family member or patient and
monitor the progress of the dementia.
Cognitive impairment or Alzheimer’s disease affects more than 1.2 million patients in Spain and
up to 6 million people indirectly, as family members and carers, and it is estimated that in 2050
more than 100 million people will be affected [19]. Therapies such as Reminiscence, that stimulate
memories of the patient’s past, has well documented benefits on social, mental and emotional
well-being [29][10], making it a very desirable practice, especially for older adults. Reminiscence
Therapy (RT) in particular involves the discussion of events and past experiences using tangible
prompts such as photographs or music to evoke memories and stimulate conversation [39].
With this aim, we explore multimodal deep learning architectures to be used to develop an
intuitive, easy to use, and robust dialogue system for people at early stages of Alzheimer’s
disease or cognitive impairment. The main goal of this work is the development of a system able
to generate questions from images and maintain a conversation with an old adult. We divide this
goal in the following tasks:
• Explore the techniques used for dialogue and visual question generation (VQG).
• Find open-source data bases to properly train our models.
• Develop an agent that supports effective conversation about the life of a person.
• Integrate both models (VQG and chatbot) in an interface to generate the Reminiscence
Therapy.
• Evaluate the therapy with two patients diagnosed of cognitive impairment.
This thesis is structured as follows. A brief introduction to artificial intelligence and dialogue
systems and an overview of the related work in this field is given in Chapter 2. The implemented
system is described in Chapter 3 and evaluated in a series of experiments in Chapter 4. Chapter
5 gives an estimation of the costs associated to the development of the project. Discussion and
future research directions are provided in Chapter 6. Finally, appendices include the evaluation
survey that was given to users.
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1.2 Hardware and Software Resources
This project was developed using the NVIDIA GPU of Image Processing Group at the Univer-
sitat Polite`cnica de Catalunya (UPC).
The algorithm was implemented with Pytorch1, using CUDA and cuDNN for fast GPU prim-
itives. This framework was chosen because it is a Python-based deep learning library which is
open source, builds applications on top of dynamic graphs which can be played with on runtime.
Code is publicly available at GitHub2. We borrowed code from the Pytorch chatbot tutorial3 and
Pytorch Tutorial Image Captioning4.
1.3 Work Plan
This project has followed the attached work plan.







State of the art
Artificial Intelligence arises from the aim of creating machines that simulate human intelli-
gence. Software able to do anything that human beings can do, such as understand an article,
recognize an image, speak, or even drive a car, to help us in our every day life and improve it.
It is known that machines are faster and more precise than human beings solving mathematical
problems or even playing chess or Go [36], but when it comes to other tasks that we do without
thinking such as recognizing a familiar face, it becomes more complicated for them to solve.
Deep Learning presents a method to solve these more intuitive problems by allowing machines
to learn from experience.
Landing these ideas from a mathematical point of view, the goal of a neural network is to
approximate some function y = f(x; θ) by learning the value of the parameters θ that result
in the best function approximation. A neural network is composed by layers, as the number of
layers increase the function becomes more complex and the capacity of the model increases as
well. But, not only the algorithm is important in deep learning, data plays a crucial roll. As
the amount of training data increases, the amount of complexity required to achieve a good
performance reduces. The network is provided with labels, training and validation data about
what has to be the output, but the behavior of the layers is not defined, so the network has to
keep tuning the parameters to optimize a cost function, that measures how well those predictions
correspond with expected outputs, until it converges to a minimum and the network is able to
generate what it has been asked to.
There are different neural network architectures depending on the type of data and the task
required to model. We will review some of the literature involved in the process of building a
conversational agent for reminiscence using neural networks. In this work we focus on the main
supervised neural networks: Feedforward NN, Recurrent NN (RNN) [38][23] and Convolutional
NN (CNN) [16].
2.1 Visual Question Generation
The first task we want to carry out is being able to generate questions given an image. In
the area of language and vision, one of the most widely studied areas is image captioning, which
involves generating a description given an image [35][41], which not differs greatly from our task.
It has been shown [5][6] that a pretrained CNN on a large dataset paired with a language model
such as a RNN with word embeddings promise a good performance on image captioning.
In Visual Question Generation (VQG), the system is tasked with asking an engaging question
when shown an image. The first work to tackle this topic was [20] which focus on questions that
are interesting for a person to answer, trying to get information that could not be known by only
looking at the image. They provide three datasets with a total of 75,000 questions that we use
in this work and explain in section 3.2, which range from object to event-centric images.
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2.2 Conversational Agents
One of the goals in the field of AI is to build computer systems that can have human-like
conversations with users. However the origin of chatbots goes back to 1966 with the creation
of ELIZA [37] by Joseph Weizenbaum at MIT. Its implementation consisted in pattern matching
and substitution methodology. Recently, data driven approaches have drawn significant attention.
Existing work along this line includes retrieval-based methods [12][34][40] and generation-based
methods[24][25]. In this work we focus on generative models, where sequence-to-sequence algo-
rithm that uses RNNs to encode and decode inputs into responses is a current best practice.
Building an open-domain conversational agent is a challenging problem. As addressed in [42]
and [7], the lack of a consistent personality and lack of long-term memory which produces some
meaningless responses in these models are still unresolved problems.
Other works have proposed conversational agents for a variety of uses such as palliative care
[32] or daily assistance. An example of a virtual assistant is ‘Billie’ reported in [15] which is a
virtual agent that uses facial expression and head movement for a more natural behavior and
is focused on managing user’s calendar, or ‘Mary’ [31] that assists the users by organizing their
tasks offering reminders and guidance with household activities. Both of the works perform well
on its specific tasks, but report verbal miss-understandings and difficulties to maintain a casual
conversation.
An important aspect to obtain good results when training a generative model is to chose a
dataset that contains the type of data you want to generate. We looked for datasets of remi-
niscence therapies, but we did not find any, so we focused on datasets with casual conversations
and visually grounded dialogues, as these are the type of dialogues used in reminiscence. After
a comprehensive search, we concluded there is a lack of good open source available datasets for
casual dialogues. Most of dialogue’s datasets are goal-oriented, such as restaurant booking [3]
or comprehension of text [22].
Some of the available datasets for open-dialogue generation are:
• Cornell-Movie Dialogue corpus [4] which contains a large collection of fictional conversa-
tions extracted from raw movie scripts, the problem of this dataset is that some of the
conversations are oriented to movie topics like killing someone or find the murderer.
• DailyDialog [17] includes conversations about our daily life, but dialogues are mostly limited
to domains appropriate for use as a language learning tool such as asking for directions.
• Reddit dataset [11] is composed by casual conversations from Reddit posts.
• Persona-Chat [42] is composed of dialogues between two persons with specific profiles that
are trying to know each other.
There are works that propose a dataset of dialogues grounded in images where a conversation
is conducted based on a given photo. It is the case of Image-Chat and PhotoBook datasets.
• Image-Chat [26] is a dataset that contains images and short dialogues about these images
between two speakers, each of one playing the role of a given personality.
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• PhotoBook [8] is a large-scale collection of visually-grounded dialogues task-oriented to
describe the picture.
Other works use different techniques, such as [43] that uses a graph attention mechanism
with large scale commonsense knowledge to facilitate language understanding or [11] that uses






The proposed system aims at engaging the user. We named it Elisabot and its main interest
is to know about user’s life events. Before starting the conversation, the user have to introduce
photos that should contain significant moments or important people in his/her life. The system
randomly chooses one of this pictures and analyses the content. Then, Elisabot shows the selected
picture and starts the conversation by asking a question about the picture. The user should give
an answer even though he does not know it and Elisabot makes a relevant comment on it. The
cycle starts again by asking another relevant question about the image and the flow is repeated
for 4 to 6 times until the picture is changed. The Figure 3.1 summarizes the behavior of our
algorithm.
Elisabot is composed of two models: The model in charge of asking questions about the
image, which we will refer to it as VQG model in the rest of the document, and the Chatbot
model which tries to make the dialogue more engaging by giving feedback to the user’s answers.
Figure 3.1: Scheme of the algorithm behavior
3.2 Characteristics of datasets
In order to achieve a good question generator, we looked for a dataset with natural questions
that could engage someone to start a conversation. Computer vision questions that could be
answered by looking at only the image, were outside the scope of this task.
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The dataset we used to train the VQG model is composed of three datasets: MS COCO, Bing
and Filckr, which contain a wide range of visual elements and situations. Each source contains
5,000 images with 5 questions per image, adding a total of 15,000 images with 75,000 questions.
Coco dataset [18] includes images of complex everyday scenes containing common objects in their
natural context, but it is limited in terms of the concepts it covers. In the Figure 3.2 we can see
the 40 most frequent words and realise that the dataset is significantly pet biased. Bing dataset
contains more event related questions and has a wider range of questions longitudes (between 3
and 20 words), while Flickr questions are shorter (less than 6 words) and the images appear to
be more family related.
Figure 3.2: Frequency graph of top 40 words in COCO dataset, reference [20]
The pretrained Resnet used in our VQG model is trained on ImageNet which is a popular
dataset of millions of labeled high-resolution images belonging to 22k categories.
The chatbot was trained with Persona-chat and Cornell-Movie Dialogues dataset. Persona-
chat dataset includes dialogues between people that is getting to know each other and sentences
have a maximum of 15 words, making it easier to learn for machines. In total it has 162,064 ut-
terances (sequences of words) over 10,907 dialogues. Cornell-Movie dataset contains a collection
of fictional conversations extracted from raw movie scripts. In total it has 304,713 utterances.
The following lines are an example of Persona-chat:
- hi ! i work as a gourmet cook
+ i don t like carrots . i throw them away
- really . but i can sing pitch perfect
+ i also cook and i ride my bike to work
- great ! i had won an award for spelling bee
+ okay but i was published in new yorker once
- you better not make any spelling mistakes
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Here, there is a sample of Cornell-Movie dataset:
++++++ KAT ++++++ When you were gone last year -- where were you?
++++++ PATRICK ++++++ Busy
++++++ KAT ++++++ Were you in jail?
++++++ PATRICK ++++++ Maybe.
++++++ KAT ++++++ No, you weren’t
++++++ PATRICK ++++++ Then why’d you ask?
++++++ KAT ++++++ Why’d you lie?
++++++ KAT ++++++ I should do this.
++++++ PATRICK ++++++ Do what?
++++++ KAT ++++++ This.
++++++ PATRICK ++++++ Start a band?
++++++ KAT ++++++ My father wouldn’t approve of that that
++++++ PATRICK ++++++ You don’t strike me as the type that would ask permission.
++++++ KAT ++++++ Oh, so now you think you know me?
++++++ PATRICK ++++++ I’m gettin’ there
++++++ PATRICK ++++++ So what ’ s up with your dad? He a pain in the ass?
++++++ KAT ++++++ He just wants me to be someone I’m not.
3.3 Preprocessing
To use the datasets in our model and obtain a good performance, we first must process the
data so the model gets the useful information. We do it in the following way.
In the case of images, we first download them from datasets URLs and we find that some of
them look like Figure 3.3. Some of them are not available anymore, so we filter them by using
the pixel values as well as the size, because all the wrong pictures look the same and are smaller
than they should. Once we have the valid images (around 10.000), we resize them all to 256x256
for uniformity, and normalize the pixel values by the mean and standard deviation of ImageNet
which are: mean = [0.485, 0.456, 0.406] and std = [0.229, 0.224, 0.225].
Figure 3.3: Picture not available.
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In the case of text, we create two dictionaries of words, each one including words from the
datasets to be used in each of the models (VQG and Chatbot). Each unique word is mapped
to an index, which is going to be its identifier in the model. We count how many times a word
appears in the dataset and we trim the words that appear less than 3 times because decreasing
the feature space soften the difficulty of the function that the model learns to approximate.
Our models only accepts ASCII encoding, so we convert the Unicode strings to ASCII. Next,
we convert all letters to lowercase and trim all non-letter characters except for basic punctuation,
so the model is able to understand all the input information.
We split our datasets in batches of 32 training samples to be trained at same time to speed up
training. Since we use fixed size batches in our model and sentences have different lengths, we
need to add padding at those with fewer words. To accommodate sequences of different lengths
in same batch we make our batches (max length, batch size), where sentences shorter than
a maximum length are zero padded after an <end> token. We save the length of each sequence
to be able to decode the batch. Finally, we need to index our batch along time so that the model
learns to generate the words in order for all sequences in the batch. Therefore, we transpose the
batch to return a time step across all sentences in the batch.
In the case of questions, after several experiments, we decide to filter questions larger than
6 words as we want simple questions easy to understand for our target users. Besides, filtering
long sentences makes it easier for the model to converge. For the Chatbot model we trim pairs
of sentences that have a sequence larger than 12 words. We reduce our Persona-chat training
dataset from 137.101 to 39.753 sentence pairs and the Cornell dataset from 221.282 to 84.836
sentence pairs.
3.4 VQG Network
The algorithm behind VQG is based on the model of Show, Attend and Tell [41] which
consists in a Encoder-Decoder architecture with Attention. The Encoder takes as input one of
the given photos I from the user and learns its information using a CNN. CNNs have been widely
studied for image tasks and are the state-of-the art for object recognition. The CNN provides
the image’s learned features to the Decoder which generates the question y word by word by
using an attention mechanism with a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), which is a type of
RNN architecture. It is natural to use a RNN to generate sequences as it is designed to learn
temporal knowledge. The model is trained to maximize the likelihood p(y|I) of producing a
target sequence of words:
y = {y1, ..., yc}, yi ∈ RK (3.1)
where K is the size of the vocabulary and C is the length of the caption.
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Figure 3.4: VQG architecture.
Since there are already CNNs trained on large datasets to represent images with an out-
standing performance, we make use of transfer learning to integrate a pre-trained model into
our algorithm. In particular, we use a 101-layered Residual Network trained on ImageNet. We
discard the last 2 layers, since these layers classify the image into categories and we only need to
extract its features. The output of the encoder is a matrix of 14x14 with 2048 channels, which
is the learned representation of the original image.
Figure 3.5: The Residual Network (ResNet) introduces shortcut connections to fit the input from
the previous layer to the next layer without any modification of the input. Skip connections
enable to avoid vanishing and exploding gradients because even if there is vanishing gradient for
the weight layers, we always still have the identity x to transfer back to earlier layers, thus it
enables to have a deeper network with better performance.
As we said before, the decoder is composed by an Attention Network and LSTM. We specif-
ically use a LSTM because it deals with exploding and vanishing gradient problems that can
be encountered when training traditional RNN by incorporating gates to regulate the flow of
information. The LSTM produces a word at every time step conditioned on the weights from the
Attention Network containing the visual information, the previous hidden state and the previously
generated words.
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Figure 3.6: The core of the LSTM is a memory cell Ct encoding knowledge at every time step
of observed inputs. The behavior of this cell is controlled by the input gate it, the output gate
ot and the forget gate ft.
The Attention Network is composed by linear layers and a couple of activations. By using the
previous generated word from the LSTM, it generates the weights that indicate where to focus
within the image to generate the following word. At the first time step the LSTM will not have
generated any word yet, so we use <start> as the first input to the Attention Network.
Figure 3.7: Attention mechanism.
The questions are generated in the following way through a beam search mechanism [33]. A
set of word candidates is generated by the LSTM at each decoding step. We can see an example
of a beam search using a size of 2 at Figure 3.8. The generated question always begins with
<start> and ends up with <end>. To chose the best questions to ask per image, at the
first decode step, N word candidates are generated, each one with an associated score. In the
second step, N words are generated for each of these N first words and [first word, second
word] combinations with higher additive scores are chosen. For each of the selected second
words, N more word candidates are generated and the best combinations are selected. This is
repeated for each decode step until the word <end> is generated in every sequence. Finally the
sequences with the highest score are the selected questions. Beam search tries to approximate
y = argmaxyˆ p(yˆ|I). We tested different beam sizes and we achieve the best performance in
terms of quality and computation-speed with a beam size of 7.
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Figure 3.8: Beam search mechanism.
3.5 Chatbot Network
The core of our chatbot model is a sequence-to-sequence [30]. This architecture uses a RNN
to encode a variable-length sequence to obtain a large fixed dimensional vector representation
and another RNN to decode the vector into a variable-length sequence.
Figure 3.9: Sequence-to-Sequence architecture.
The encoder iterates through the input sentence one word at each time step producing an
output vector and a hidden state vector. The hidden state vector is passed to the next time step,
while the output vector is stored. We use a bidirectional LSTM, meaning we use 2 LSTMs one
fed in sequential order and another one fed in reverse order. The outputs of both networks are
summed at each time step, so we encode past and future context.
The final hidden state henct is fed into the decoder as the initial state h
dec
0 . By using an
attention mechanism, the decoder uses the encoder’s context vectors, and internal hidden states
to generate the next word in the sequence. It continues generating words until it outputs an
<end> token, representing the end of the sentence. We use an attention layer to multiply
attention weights to encoder’s outputs to focus on the relevant information when decoding the
sequence. This approach have shown better performance on sequence-to-sequence models [2].
3.6 Training Procedure
We trained the VQG and Chatbot networks independently by minimizing the Cross-entropy







Where M is the number of classes, y is a binary indicator (0 or 1) if class label is the correct
classification for observation o, and p is the predicted probability observation that o is of class c.
Both models were trained using Stochastic Gradient Descent with ADAM optimization [14]
and a learning rate of 1e-4. We used Dropout regularization [28] which prevents from over-fitting
by dropping some units of the network. We used BLEU metric on the validation set for model
selection, which is a measure of similitude between generated and target sequences of words.
BLEU has been the most commonly used metric so far in the image description literature [21].
Both models took 10 days to train on the GPU.
In the following figures we can see the values of Cross-Entropy loss (3.11a) and BLEU (3.11b)
per epoch for the same model trained with different datasets. The blue line is the VQG model
using a maximum question length of 6 words, while the orange line is the same model using
a maximum length of 12 words. An epoch is when the entire dataset is passed forward and
backward through the neural network. We divide the data in batches of 32 and the model,
during training, updates the weights using Gradient Descent optimization algorithm to generate,
at each time step, a better prediction. We can see that the validation loss decreases up to a
point and then (at around 3.4) starts to increase. We can see that the loss starts to increase at
different times for each of the models. BLEU metric instead, increases up to a point and then it
remains stable with little variations. This means the predictions are getting closer to the target
until at a point where the model starts to overfit the training set. We stop training our model
when we obtain the highest BLEU, which is at epoch 13th. It is interesting to see that the model
that uses more data (all sequences up to 12 words) has a lower BLUE score, this is probably
because it is more difficult for it to learn to generate questions similar to its training set. Thus,
we use the model which generates questions up to 6 words in our test with patients.
(a) Validation loss (b) BLEU metric
Figure 3.10: Validation curves of VQG model
The VQG encoder is composed of 2048 neuron cells. This means a tensor of this size is passed
to the decoder, which generates a sequence of word using this information. The VQG decoder
has an attention layer of 512 followed by an embedding layer of 512 and a LSTM with the same
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size. We use a dropout of 50% and a beam search of 7 for decoding. The vocabulary we use
consists of all words seen 3 or more times in the training set, which amounts to 11.214 unique
tokens. Unknown words are mapped to to an <unk> token during training, but we do not allow
the decoder to produce this token at test time.
In the Chatbot model we use a hidden size of 500 and Dropout regularization of 25%. We
first train it with Persona-chat and then fine-tune it with Cornell dataset as we saw the responses
of the chatbot improved. For the hyperparameter setting, we tried several models changing the
hyperparameters (batch size, learning rate, neural cells dimension...) and we chose the ones that
decrease the most our training and validation loss. In the following figure we can see the curves
for three of the chatbot models we trained. We chose the model that has the dark blue loss as
it is the one with a lower validation loss, which corresponds to the hyperparameters commented
before.
(a) Training loss (b) Validation loss
Figure 3.11: Loss of Chatbot model
3.7 Telegram User Interface
The user interface of Elisabot is Telegram, an instant messaging application available for
smartphones or computers. We selected it because it easy to use and it offers an API for
developers to connect bots to the Telegram system. It enables to create special accounts for bots
which do not require a phone number to set up.
Telegram is only the interface for the code running in the server. The bot is executed via
an HTTP-request to the API. Users can start a conversation with Elisabot by typing @Therapis-
tElisabot in the searcher and executing the command /start, as can be seen in the Figure 3.12.
Messages, commands and requests sent by users are passed to the software running on the server.
We add /change, /yes and /exit commands to enable more functionalities. Change changes
the image in case the user does not want to talk about it because he/she does not remember
it, /yes accepts the image which is going to talk about and /exit finishes the dialogue with
Elisabot. The commands can be executed either by tapping on the linked text or typing them.
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(a) /Start (b) /Change




In this section, we describe the experiments we do with our models, we show some qualitative
results of the interaction with Elisabot, and we present a user study with real patients.
4.1 Qualitative results
Our first goal was to generate meaningful questions about the provided images. In the fol-
lowing Table we can see the generated questions by our VQG model for each of the proposed
images. These images were not in the training set as they were taken from my family photo
albums, so the model was the first time that had these images as input. By looking at the ques-
tions, we can easily realise that the model is not only able to generate questions grammatically
correct, but to understand the content of the image and ask about it. Furthermore, we not only
wanted to generate only a question per image, but to bring out up to five questions for a deeper
conversation.
Figure 4.1: Generated questions
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We used different kind of pictures as we wanted a robust model able to work with all kind of
images. In the Figure 7.1 we can see old black and white photos and colorful photos, both with
vertical and horizontal shapes. Most of the pictures show people because these are the type of
pictures used in reminiscence therapy as they evoke memories from the relationships with that
persons. We also tested pictures showing pets, cars and motorbikes as some people are very
attached to them, triggering strong emotions.
Most of the generated questions could be asked by a person. Nonetheless, some of the
questions such as How did the car get damaged? do not correspond with the image’s content,
or are not well formulated like What body of dog is that?, but can be understood.
About the chatbot module, we first evaluate it by passing the generated questions from VQG
to see what kind of answers can be generated and then we test it by having a conversation with
it. In the following Table we can see the evolution of the generated answers as we trained the
model. The first two columns are the same model trained with Persona-chat dataset for different
periods of time. The first one is trained for 60 epochs, while the second one is trained for 90
epochs. We can see a slight improvement in the relation between the question and the answer
due to the training time. The third model is trained for more time and fine-tuned with the
Cornell-movies dataset.
Figure 4.2: Generated answers to the generated questions
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The fine-tuned model is clearly the best one, it has learned to generate sentences with bet-
ter grammatical structure and more coherent answers, although it has a tendency to produce
non-specific answers like I don’t know, which is a common problem for current state-of-the-art
conversational chatbots.
In the following lines we can see two samples of a conversation with our chatbot model, where
each sentence starting with ”>” is an input to our seq2seq model.In this first sample, the chatbot
model is clearly overfitted as it repeats the same sentence twice. While in the second sample we
can see that the model is able to follow the conversation.
Overfitted chatbot model:
> hi
Elisabot: hello ! how are you ?
> fine and you?
Elisabot : i am good do you have any hobbies ?
> yes i like to ski
Elisabot: i love to play sports . it is my favorite
> I have a sister
Elisabot : i have a dog . i love them .
> I have a dog too
Elisabot: i have a dog . i love them
> ok
Elisabot : i am not really a good person
> why?
Elisabot : i love to play sports . it is my favorite
Final model:
> hello
Elisabot: hello how are you ?
> fine and you?
Elisabot : i m great !
> I have a sister, do you have any brother or sister?
Elisabot : i have a iphone but i have no idea .
> ok
Elisabot : i am a pro fan of thrones
> me too
Elisabot : i like to eat healthy
> have you seen the last chapter?
Elisabot : no i have not .
> where do you live?
Elisabot : i live in the mountains
4.2 User Study
We designed a session study where users with and without mild cognitive impairment inter-
acted with the system with the help of a doctor and myself. The purpose was to study the
acceptability and feasibility of the system with patients of mild cognitive impairment. The users
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were all older than 60 years old. The sessions lasted 30 minutes and were realized by using a
laptop computer with Telegram. As Elisabot’s language is English I translated the questions to
the users and the answers to Elisabot.
We first tested Elisabot with a user without mild cognitive impairment to check if it was easy
for her to do the therapy using Elisabot. In the following Figure 4.3 we can see a sample of the
conversation.
Figure 4.3: Session study with user without cognitive impairment
Then, we tested it with patients from Hospital Consorci de Terrassa. A sample of these
sessions is provided in Figure 4.4, without including the picture for data privacy.
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Figure 4.4: Session study with user diagnosed of cognitive impairment
In the first case we can see that Elisabot gets the wrong information about the image, as it
keeps asking for a game or a competition. However the user enjoyed the conversation as she
found it amusing and the answers and questions from Elisabot were well formulated and fast;
as can bee seen on the message’s timestamps. Moreover it seems that Elisabot apologized for
asking wrong questions.
In the second sample all the generated questions were right according to the image content
(which is not shown here for privacy), but the feedback was wrong for some answers. We can see
that these was the last picture of the session as when Elisabot asks if the user wants to continue
or leave, and he decides to continue, Elisabot finishes the session as there are not more pictures
remaining to talk about.
At the end of the session, we administrated the survey, that can be found in appendices, to
ask participants the following questions about their assessment of Elisabot:
• Did you like it?
• Did you find it engaging?
• How difficult have you found it?
Responses were given on a five-point scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly
agree (5) and very easy (1) to very difficult (5). The results were 4.6 for amusing and engaging
and 2.6 for difficulty. The healthy user found it very easy to use (1/5) and even a bit silly
because of some of the generated questions and answers. Nevertheless, users with mild cognitive
impairment found it engaging (5/5), but challenging (4/5) because of the effort they had to make
to remember the answers for some of the generated questions. All the users had in common that




The hardware resources needed for the project were a Macintosh laptop and a NVIDIA GPU.
The GPU was used during 2 months for the development of the model, which adds to 1.344 hours
of computation. We compute the computation cost based on Amazon Web Services (AWS) rates1
for p2.xlarge instances with one NVIDIA K80. Regarding software, we used Pycharm Professional
which licence cost 89 e .
The main costs of this projects comes from the salary of the researches and the time spent in
it. The team for the development of this thesis is formed by two senior engineers as the advisors
and myself as a junior engineer. The length of the project was 28 weeks, as presented in the
Gantt diagram. Assuming a commitment of 20 weekly hours and that each advisor spent an
average of 1h per week on meetings, the complete costs for the project are the following:
Amount Cost/hour Time Total
GPU p2.xlarge 1 0,90 e 1.344h 1.210 e
Pycharm Professional 1 - - 89 e
Junior engineer 1 10,00 e 700h 7.000 e
Senior engineer 2 30,00 e 28h 1.680 e
Other equipment - - - 3.000 e
Total 12.979 e




Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a dialogue system for handling sessions of 30 minutes of reminiscence therapy.
Elisabot, our conversational agent leads the therapy by showing a picture and generating some
questions. The goal of the system is to improve users mood and stimulate their memory and
communication skills. Two models were proposed to generate the dialogue system for the remi-
niscence therapy. A visual question generator composed of a CNN and a LSTM with Attention
and a sequence-to-sequence model to generate feedback on the user’s answers. We realize that
fine-tuning our chatbot model with another data set improved the generated dialogue.
The manual evaluation shows that our model can generate questions and feedback well for-
mulated grammatically, but in some occasions not appropriate in content. Furthermore, it has
tendency to produce non-specific answers and to loss its consistency in the comments with respect
to what it has said before.
We ran a user study including three participants interacting with the dialogue system. The
overall usability evaluation of the system by users with mild cognitive impairment shows that they
found the session very entertaining and challenging. They had to make an effort to remember
the answers for some of the questions, but they were very happy when they achieved it. Though,
we see that for the proper performance of the therapy is essential a person to support the user
to help him/her to remember.
This project has many possible future lines. In our future work, we suggest to train the model
including the Reddit dataset which could improve a lot the chatbot model as it has many open-
domain conversations. Moreover, we would like to include speech recognition and generation, as
well as real-time text translation, to make Elisabot more autonomous and open to older adults
with reading and writing difficulties. Furthermore, the lack of consistency in the dialogue might
be avoided by improving the architecture including information about passed conversation into
the model. We also think it would be a good idea to recognize feelings from the user’s answers
and give a feedback according to them.





FULL D'AVALUACIÓ DE LA TERÀPIA DE REMINISCÈNCIA AMB IA 
 
 
Nom:  _______________________________________________________________ 
Edat: ________________________________________________________________ 
Tens alguna enfermetat diagnosticada? ____________________________________ 
Tens deteriorament cognitiu lleu o principi d'Alzheimer?  ______________________ 
 
Respon les següents preguntes de l'1 al 5 on 1 significa totalment en desacord i 5 
totalment en acord. 
 
T'ha agradat ? 
 
  1    2    3    4    5 
 
 
T'ha semblat entretinguda? 
 
  1    2    3    4    5 
 
 
Quin grau de dificultat li posaries? (On 1 és molt fàcil de seguir i 5 és molt difícil) 
 














Figure 7.1: Evaluation survey for the session with Elisabot
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